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Petani Bay Hotel 
Paliki - Kefalonia

With breathtaking sunset views over the turquoise waters of the Ionian Sea, Petani Bay Hotel - Adults only provides unique accommodation of the highest quality standards in Kefalonia. Boasting its privileged location over the sea on the western side of the island, the hotel encompasses the genuine essence of Greek hospitality and welcomes guests in an adults-only resort made out of dreams. 
A place where you are invited to relax and enjoy in an absolute private and discrete environment with impeccable views, service and cherished comfort.

In line with the superb natural surroundings, all the suites at Petani Bay Hotel have been designed to ooze that lovely island’s feel with modern twists that take unpretentious luxury and comfort to the next level. Bright and ample spaces letting that precious natural sunlight along with the salty breeze in immerse you in the ultimate hospitality experience. Sustainability is celebrated, while modern amenities ensure your stay is absolutely treasured.
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Enjoy the majestic waters at Petani beach within a few minutes by car or on foot or instead indulge in the refreshing dives of our award-winning infinity pool. Soak under the sun over mouth-watering fruity cocktails and light snacks overlooking the shimmering waters of the Ionian at the bay. 

And then, be part of nature’s magnitude unfolding as the day turns into night, with a thousand different chromatic shades bursting into the sky. And for the ultimate luxuriant experience, you are most welcome to schedule a private trip with tailored food and drink on our privately owned speedboat taking you to the western side of the island to explore the most secluded beaches.

At Petani Bay Hotel, Voula and her staff offer guests concierge services to assist in planning their vacation in Kefalonia, providing tips and information about the island and the local attractions as well as suggestions for excursions and dining options with great joy. Travelers choosing to spend really memorable days at our dream-away resort are strongly advised to rent a vehicle, thus moving around with ease while exploring this magnificent island with minimum cost.
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Breakfast
Start your day with a hearty breakfast composed of fresh, local and seasonal ingredients accompanied by freshly brewed coffee and squeezed orange juice. Enjoy sweet and savory treats and drinks at the pool bar with an impressive view.
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Suite Superior | Panoramic Sea View



 60 m²     4 persons     1 extra-large double bed & 2 sofa beds
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Junior Superior Room | Sea View



 22 m²     2 persons     1 large double bed
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Suite Gea | Sea View



 35 m²     2 persons     1 extra-large double bed
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Perfect stay!

We‘ve just returned from our one-week stay at Petani Bay Hotel and we already miss it! Our stay couldn‘t have been more perfect - the location of the hotel is superb, the pool is one of the most beautiful we‘ve ever seen and I think this is the first hotel which looks even nicer in real life than it does in all the pictures on the Internet. We also loved breakfast, where the selection of home-made dishes offered varied every single day. Moreover, the staff, the hotel owners and their absolutely adorable Cocker Spaniel Sandi (hope I spelt it correctly) made us feel so welcome and did everything they could to make our stay perfect. THANKS again to everybody - you are the best!!... ++
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The Perfect Unwind

And, the perfect way to experience Kefalonia. Voula and John are sensational hosts with fabulous suggestions for excursions throughout the island. So, you can explore great finds such as Fiskardo, Lixori, Shipwreck Island and more with suggestions for the best routes and restaurants along the way. And then, immerse yourself in their infinity pool with a sensational sunset view. The food onsite is superb and the hospitality is top shelf. We know we'll be back.... ++
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Relaxing & magical

Fantastic location, team and rooms. Every room has a view and the team took care of us splendidly. Would highly recommend this hotel.
Beach and multiple eateries are within a 5min drive of the hotel.... ++
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Make a reservation
Book your stay at Petani Bay Hotel and start counting backwards
until you experience a glimpse of pure Ionian bliss by making the most precious gift to yourself!


Request
Book now

 














Contact us
Petani Bay Hotel
Hotel Adults Only - Hotel on Kefalonia
  Paliki - 28200 Agia Thekli, Kefalonia - Greece
  Tel. +302671097701     Fax +302117702286
 MHTE 0430K034A0115501  info@petanibayhotel.gr



 Check-in 15:00 Check-out 11:00 
  Open 10.05 - 10.10 
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